This paper presents decomposition method of mathematical model of electric power system and implementation its in digital system with GPU. The electric power system model can be used for real-time simulation of electromagnetic transients. The article presents the results of experimental research of calculation time for two different digital systems using both the CPU and GPU.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation of electromagnetic transients in electric power systems is one of the basic research methods. Complicated algorithms of digital controllers used in automatic regulation of electric power systems often hinders reliable modeling of its electromagnetic transients (especially if neural networks and genetic algorithms are used). One of the ways of performing a reliable simulation of electric power systems with digital regulators is using of a real-time electric power system simulator, which allows to connect a real controller (in which case there is no need to define its characteristics, as it is interacting with the simulator). Such a simulator needs to generate results with minimal errors as well as promptly calculate the data in order to enable the communication with the environment (i.e. the real controller).
The mathematical model of the electric power system is an integral part of the simulator. One of the ways of implementing the mathematical models for the digital realtime power system simulator is their decomposition through various methods. Therefore, it is appropriate to research on mathematical models of electric power systems in the aspect of results accuracy and calculation time.
This article describes the method of mathematical model decomposition based on the partition of the modeled power system into structural elements represents as electric multipoles [1, 2] . The problem of improving the accuracy of the results has been discussed in author's previous work [1] , in which there is shown an example of implementing various algorithms for integration of differential equations for certain groups of structural elements.
The issue of calculation time is also considered in this article. In order to shortening solving time in PC-based digital simulators GPUs are used [3, 4, 5] .
The CUDA architecture enables a relatively easy implementation of the decomposed mathematical model and parallel calculations in separated blocks which are responsible for respective structural elements.
This article presents the results of a research on electromagnetic transients in an exemplary electric power system with the use of two different digital systems: CPU Intel Core i7 970 with GPU NVIDIA GE Force GTX 650 and CPU Intel Core i7 2630 QM with GPU NVIDIA GE Force GT 540M.
II. THE METHOD OF MODEL DECOMPOSITON
The method of mathematical modeling with the use of electric multipoles is one of many methods [6, 7] of mathematical modeling of electric power systems, but it is one of the few that allows the model decomposition, so that the calculations are execute in parallel.
The concept of using electric multipoles is successfully applied in mathematical modeling of complex electromechanical and electric power systems. Figure 1 . The equivalent scheme of the modeled electric power system. The electric power system shown on Figure 1 . is considered as a electric connection of n structural elements (SE). Every k-th structural element SEk is represented in general case by electric multipole with matrices:
SEn
-electric potentials of the SEk external nodes,
-external branch currents of SEk.
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The mathematical representation of each SEk has to be carried out in such a way that we can provide an external equation in the form as follows
There is a square matrix
. The elements of the mentioned matrix are defined by structural element parameters and internal physical variables associated with the SEk.
The external branches of structural elements are connected at ( ζ +1) nodes of electric power system ( S 0 , S 1 , ..., S α , ..., S ζ ). The electric potential of one of them is
, therefore for the remaining ζ -th independent nodes we can define the following matrix
called by electric potential nodes matrix of the electric power system. Relationships between electric potentials of external nodes of structural elements and electric potentials of nodes of the electric power system are expressed using the transposed of an incidence matrix k P for each k-th element, as follows
k P matrices appearing in the (5) equation are constant for a given SE. The number of rows of the given matrix is equal to the number of independent nodes of the electric power system, and the number of columns is equal to the number of external branches of structural element. The matrix element on the intersection of the row and the column is equal to one only if the corresponding to the number of the node line number is connected to a branch of the multipole with a number corresponding to the number of the column. In other cases, the elements of this matrix are equal to zero.
Using the 1st Kirchhoff's law for all independent electric power system nodes we receive the equation
where the external branch currents of the structural elements were inserted and designated from external equations of multipoles (3) . Regarding to the equation (5) received the following nodal equation
where:
Mathematical modelling of electromagnetic transients in electric power systems is done according to the algorithm shown in Figure 2 . The goal is that the tasks inside the loop shown on Figure  2 should perform in parallel. There are examples of using certain numerical methods of solving systems of equations using the GPU in the literature [8, 9] . In this article there is a particular emphasis the possibility of parallel tasks and calculations A.3. -A.8., which is associated with decomposing the mathematical model.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 3-PHASE STRUCTURAL ELEMENT
Parallel numerical calculations in the CUDA environment are done with the best performance, only if in each block and each thread exactly the same computational tasks are implemented, except inserting different data.
Decomposition mathematical model of an electric power system, which is to be implemented in the CUDA architecture, apply the most consistent three-phase model of the structural element, whose equivalent scheme is shown in Figure 3 . Also there is a list of the parameters of a mathematical model of this structural element in the Table I . Figure 3 . The equivalent scheme of three-phase structural element. (1) In the general case each phase source voltages frequencies are different.
The mathematical model of the structural element based on discrete mathematical models of inductance L and capacity C was proposed in [10] .
After Figure 5 . Equivalent scheme of modeled electric power system [1] .
In this case, most of the structural elements of the model corresponds to exactly one element of the real system, e.g. SE9 corresponds to the amount the line marked as L7. There are also several cases in which the structural element of the model corresponds to the group of elements of the real system, for example SE25 contains electric line segment marked as L6, a power switch and a capacitors bank. The partition of the electric power system structure (decomposition) for structural elements is a very important problem in terms of calculation time (The problem of improving the accuracy of the results has been discussed in author's previous work [1] ). On the equivalent scheme, each structural element is represented as an electric six-pole, as shown in Figure 3 . The size of computational task is presented on X-axis, n(150,38) means that task consists of 150-variables in the model of electric power system solved on each integration step and 38-nodes of electric power system -case shown on Figure 4 . Next four cases apply to more complex computational problems: n(174,44), n (192, 50) , n(216,59) and n(228,62). Please pay attention that parallel computation time of 1-st block is approximately constant (it's true only if structural elements number is less than GPU-cores number).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Described results showed, that computation time on GPU-used system with more cores (384) was longer than on less cores (96). The reason is 27% higher system clock frequency in 2 nd case (1344 MHz vs. 1058 MHz).
